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Let’s talk. Elation invites you to ISE Stand 12-K80 
 
Whether you’re looking for professional lighting for an on stage production or install-quality 
lighting for an entertainment venue, Elation has a lighting solution to fit your need. Visit Stand 12-
K80 at the upcoming ISE Show in Amsterdam (February 5-8) to learn all about Elation’s newest 
cutting-edge products. Visit www.iseurope.org and register for free using Elation invitation code 
707011. 
 

       
 
Elation is excited to be showing the RAYZOR 760™, a compact yet powerful LED wash effects 
luminaire with patent-pending SparkLED™ pixel effect technology. Housing a 5 to 77-degree zoom, 
the RAYZOR 760 produces an intense and well-defined mid-air beam of over 8000 lumens or 
spreads exceptionally wide for an even wash coverage. Driven by seven, independently controlled 
60W RGBW LEDs, the oversized front lenses create a large surface that is enhanced by SparkLED™. 
SparkLED™ consists of 28 individual white LEDs inside the lens itself to create a unique additional 
layer of effect. Continuous pan & tilt rotation adds another layer of dynamic effect.  
 
The RAYZOR 760 is available in a compact and lightweight weather and dust protected IP65 version, 
the Proteus RAYZOR 760™, for use in any environment. The Proteus RAYZOR 760’s multi-
environmental design makes it the world's first IP65-rated luminaire with continuous pan & tilt 
rotation. It offers an identical feature set as the RAYZOR 760, including the SparkLED™ system.  
 
Elation is also pleased to introduce the Proteus Smarty Hybrid™. This is the world’s first compact 
CMY hybrid fixture with true IP65 rating. Encompassing the same full feature set and using the 
same efficient Philips MSD Platinum FLEX 200 lamp with 6000-hour lamp life as Elation’s Smarty 
Hybrid, the Proteus Smarty Hybrid’s IP65 protection means this versatile effect can be used indoors 
or out. 
 
The powerful Artiste Van Gogh™ framing wash LED luminaire features outstanding light quality and 
is the ideal partner to the profile luminaires in Elation’s growing Artiste range. Providing up to 
16,000 total lumens from an efficient 380W high CRI LED engine, the Artiste Van Gogh excels at 
color rendering for precise color reproduction. CMY and CTO color mixing and a 7-position color 
wheel provide flexible color options and an internal 4-blade barndoor system allows for beam 
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shaping and light control at any angle. With a wide zoom range and choice of PC or optional Fresnel 
lens, the Van Gogh is capable of concentrated beams to wide washes for use in a variety of 
applications that require high output and precise beam control. 
 
Obsidian Control Systems is pleased to be showcasing the extremely powerful NX 2™ and the 
portable NX Wing™, professional control products under the ONYX™ lighting control platform.  
The NX 2 is the ultimate compact yet fully-integrated lighting controller with a slate of professional 
features and all the connectivity and power the ever-increasing size of shows demands. The NX 
Wing is the complementary USB control surface to Obsidian Control Systems’ ONYX platform. 
Based on the NX 2 console, the NX Wing utilizes the same rugged design and components with an 
identical footprint and layout. Designers, programmers and operators are invited to Elation Stand 
12-K80 for a look and hands-on demo.  
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting products known for their excellent 
efficiency and outstanding performance. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, 
House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please 
visit www.elationlighting.com 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
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